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The electric-powered 
supercar pipedream 
is now a production 
car reality on Aussie 
roads. So does Tesla's 
electric dream work 
in the real world?
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Plug in, baby!
It's no joke – you really can plug the 

Tesla into any power point. However, 

unplugging your fish tank and charging 

your Roadster is the slowest method.

Tesla offers an optional wall-mounted 

63A system that will charge the car 

from flat in three-and-a-half hours and 

costs around $3000 to install.

For half the cost of that, there's a 

universal mobile system of up to 32A, 

which doubles charging time to seven 

hours. Then, the slowest method is 

the mobile unit which plugs into a 

standard Aussie socket (15A) and 

takes 15 hours (or an overnight).

There are three types of charging, too:  

Standard Mode charges to 80 percent; 

'Range' delivers 100 percent, while 

'Performance' charges the battery to 

100 percent to give you access to 90 

percent of the pack – that is, access 

to more cells. The filler light flashes 

orange before turning green to indicate 

that the battery pack is full.

No gearbox so no 

gearstick, while 

there's an array of 

telemetry to peruse
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idnight Thursday, Chinatown in Sydney.  

A group of teenagers are drooling  over the red 

sportscar we’re seated in before one of them 

asks what the hell it is and how fast it can go. 

The Tesla Roadster Sport, we tell him, 

is damn quick and fully electric. Then we 

mention its $246K sticker price. 

“No thanks, man,” he replies without pause. 

“I’ll stick to Japanese cars. And petrol!”

Maybe tonight, but perhaps not forever. Tesla’s Roadster S is the first 

electric production sportscar offered to the Australian public. Yet unlike 

almost every hybrid we’ve seen in this country so far, our first serving 

of pure electric is an enticing hors d'oeuvre. For instead of a space-age 

look-at-me styling of cars such as Mitsubishi’s bubbly all-electric i-Miev, 

the Roadster S has stuck with the old-fashioned sex sells mantra. And it 

works, with small crowds gathering every time we park the Tesla as we 

drive around Sydney’s CBD. It’s proof that simply being electric-powered 

is not the Telsa’s sole party trick. 

This car comes from heart of California’s Silicon Valley, where Tesla’s 

spin doctors use words such as ‘supercar’ to describe its Roadster S. And 

with an 215kW AC motor propelling a mere 1238kg of mass, in raw figures 

at least, we see where they're coming from. The result is a power-to-

weight of around 179kW per tonne, just one kilowatt down on Porsche's 

Carrera, and better than Lotus's supercharged Exige S (174kW/tonne).

It’s a potent machine, regardless of the fact that it’s powered by a 

stack of laptop-style lithium batteries – 6831 cells strapped together in 

series to create a powerpack that weighs a whopping 450kg. Well, that's 

what's required, using current techology, to achieve supercar levels of 

performance with zero tailpipe emissions. And that’s the whole point of 

the Roadster S. This car is not just an eco-warrior, it’s a warrior, full-stop. 

The Matchbox-car styling makes its Lotus Elise roots obvious, with 

its low and menacing stance, but it’s actually wider, lower and, even at 

1238 kegs, much heavier. There’s a bonded aluminium tub cloaked in 

carbonfibre panels with plastic bumpers, so the heft of those batteries 

becomes even more apparent when you take into account how much 

weight has already been saved by the use of exotic materials. 

Once you climb into those snug leather sports buckets, the Tesla feels 

like an Elise with a premium edge. There’s the familiar Momo steering 

wheel and Lotus dash-pod. The cabin actually has more headroom than 

an Elise, so doesn’t feel quite as cramped, though tall blokes will still find 

the carbonfibre roof a bit low. Tick the box for the Roadster’s regular soft 

top and don’t drive it in the rain, then…

The seats, steering column and even the mirrors are manually 

adjustable, which, on one hand, might seem a little ironic in a car loaded 

with so much electricity, and boasting a quarter-mill pricetag. On the 

other hand, the more charge available for the powerplant, the further the 

available range. So limiting onboard electric systems kinda makes sense.   

The key start is situation normal, but once it’s turned there’s an eery 

silence. Then you simply select Drive from the sleek aluminium panel 

that’s situated where the gearshift would be – there’s no shifter, but 

simple push-buttons for Park, Neutral, Drive, Reverse and, further down, 

TC (traction control). Arranged like a domino, they have a premium 

‘click’ and feel when you press them, changing from amber to green to 

show what mode you’re in. It’s a remarkably simple arrangement where 

techno overkill could’ve easily been the temptation.

The electric motor is a mid-mounted unit that’s joined to a diff 

specially made for the Tesla by Borg Warner. The entire drivetrain is 

simple, lightweight and takes up less space than a small four-cylinder. 

Lift the ‘engine cover’ and you’ll also find a large box – the PEM (Power 

Despite regenerative 

braking, the Tesla 

still runs AP Racing's 

Lotus-spec discs 

Cabin is roomier 

than an Elise, and 

more upmarket, too, 

despite Lotus DNA 
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Electronics Module) – which converts alternating current (AC) into direct 

current (DC) for storage, then converts it back again. Add the battery 

packs and that’s all there is to it. Power’s directly transferred to the rear 

wheels, meaning there’s just a single gear. For reverse, the motor simply 

spins in the opposite direction. All all of this foreign territory becomes 

abundantly clear the moment you squeeze the 'loud' pedal.

Even at slow speed, the Tesla feels like an Elise with a V10 in it. The 

instant torque is staggering as the electric motor piles on 400Nm from 

just 1rpm. That’s right, one rpm. Nail the throttle and the Tesla explodes 

forward, with warp nine’s arriving in a blink, almost literally. And this 

is the beauty of electricity: there’s no lag, no gradual build-up, no gear 

changing – just instant and almost indescribable thrust. 

At full-noise there, well, isn't any. Though there is a quiet, high-

pitched whirl the whole time; like an electric golf buggy on drugs.  

It simply builds in pitch, louder and higher, and it's quite addictive. 

With TC off, there’s a tad of wheelspin before the car shrieks its electric 

scream. The throttle has feel underfoot, but there was no real technique 

in performing a 12.9sec standing 400m with a 0-100km/h time of 4.3sec. 

Genuine supercar territory.  And consistent, too. Of six dragstrip runs, 

four were an identical 12.9 with the same 0-100. 

Yet it could spell the end of the journey for us car tragics: if getting to 

100km/h in 4.3sec is your aim, the Tesla will do it again and again, but 

you’ll have more fun in a 911 or a Nissan GT-R. If you don’t want to work 

for it, take the Tesla … your dear-old gran could do a 12.9 in this car.

She mightn't be able to steer it, though. Serious muscle is required for 

low-speed turns with the unassisted steering. It's a real forearm-burner.

Tackling corners requires a different approach thanks to the AP Racing 

brakes’ regenerative mode, which slows the car on the overrun around 

three times quicker than a car without it. This means that you can brake 

later into turns and also roll out of the throttle where you’d usually 

brake in an Elise. In fact, you rarely need to touch the brakes apart from 

bringing the Roadster to a compete halt. You can mash the accelerator 

earlier, exploiting its flat cornering stance and tremendous grip. 

It rides quite well, too, and around the streets of Sydney’s CBD it was 

only upset by the odd square-edged bump. There are none of the little 

vibrations or creaks you’ll find in the Lotus, which is amazing as the 

chassis is still made in Hethel. The only things audible are the whine, the 

roaring wind and tyre noise. We’re grateful that it’s not the muted, bland 

experience we feared from fully electric power sans an exhaust note. 

Consumption-wise, for buck per corner, the Tesla can’t be beaten.  

The cost of a full charge will currently add less than $10 (in NSW) to your 

electricity bill for a range of around 360km. But while that sort of range 

is available for a city commuter, the jury is out as to whether the Tesla 

can be sufficiently juiced up to make it to the track and back home again 

under its own steam once you throw a few hot laps into the equation.

Of course, the motor uses more 'juice' when you’re driving it hard, so 

while you can plug the car in at any power point, a full charge takes seven 

hours. And this downtime will kill the electric dream for some. Add that 

you’re up for around $15K once the battery’s end-of-life arrives (around 

seven years) and the running cost benefits don’t look all that rosy. 

The future cost of electric motoring may or may not improve, but right 

now what the Roadster S proves is that an electric future doesn't spell the 

end of performance motoring. Petrolheads will still demand premium 

cars that handle, accelerate, brake and offer an involving experience. 

The Roadster S delivers an Elise-like experience that adds jaw-dropping 

acceleration and traction, complete with an adrenaline rush that'll slap a 

grin on any face. While it lacks some mod cons, it’s not wanting in talent 

or depth, and there are cars out there in exotica that make the Tesla look 

like good value for something so cutting-edged. And it’s a nice two-finger 

salute to the hybrid smug-mobile owners as you round them up…

(Right) Damo's attempt 

at syphoning electricity 

from Macca's carpark 

was quite a shocker 
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There's no lag. Just instant, almost indescribable thrust

$246K Sport model 

boasts 30Nm extra 

over ($206K) base 

370Nm Roadster 

Push-button set-up 

is an exercise in 

simplicity and works 

an absolute treat



Power Struggle
Where does all this torque come from? 

The Tesla's engine weighs just 52kG 

and is about the size of a watermelon. 

It's a three-phase AC (alternating 

current) motor that has two primary 

components: a steel rotor and a stator. 

The rotor has copper bars 

intersecting it, and when it spins, it 

turns the wheels. The stator creates 

a magnetic field around the rotor 

(without touching it), and as a result 

induces current within the rotor. So, 

this field within the rotor chases the 

field created by the stator outside 

the rotor. This creates the torque, 

which is turning force. These fields 

are electromagnetic, and as such there 

are no magnets in the set up: the 

magnetic fields are created solely by 

the electricity. Next in the driveline 

is the PEM, which acts like a bridge to 

store the AC as DC(as it's impossible to 

store AC). Then there's the firmware, 

as-in the ECU. It's really that simple.
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There's no lag. Just instant, almost indescribable thrust

ROADSTER S

0-10km/h 0.33sec

0-20km/h 0.71sec

0-30km/h 1.10sec

0-40km/h 1.48sec

0-50km/h 1.86sec

0-60km/h 2.25sec

0-70km/h 2.65sec

0-80km/h 3.10sec

0-90km/h 3.64sec

0-100km/h 4.28sec

0-110km/h 5.06sec

0-120km/h 5.98sec

0-130km/h 7.07sec

0-140km/h 8.40sec

0-150km/h 10.05sec

0-160km/h 12.16sec

400m 12.98@163.07km/h

80-120km/h (drive)  2.88sec

-

+ Acceleration, grip and handling; 

green but sexy, running costs

Price, unassisted steering, 

battery replacement costs

RATING 
8.0/10



TESLA ROADSTER S

BODY 2-door, 2-seat roadster

DRIVE rear wheels

ENGINE AC induction with variable 

frequency, transverse mounted

CAPACITY 56kWh (energy storage)

POWER 215kW @ 5000rpm 

TORQUE 400Nm @ 1-5100rpm 

REDLINE/CUT none/14,000rpm 

FUEL/TANK AC/56kWh

CONSUMPTION 155Wh/km 

KERB WEIGHT 1238kg 

POWER-TO-WEIGHT 174kW/tonne 

TRANSMISSION Single-speed 

fixed gear

FINAL DRIVE 3.12

SUSPENSION double A-arms, coil 

springs, anti-roll bar (f); double 

A-arms, coil springs, anti-roll 

bar (r) 
LENGTH/WIDTH/HEIGHT 

3940/1728/1145mm

WHEELBASE 2352mm 

TRACKS (f/r) 1465/1501mm 

STEERING rack and pinion

LOCK-TO-LOCK 2.8 turns 

TURNING CIRCLE 10.0m

BRAKES 292mm ventilated/drilled 

discs, two-piston calipers (f); 

292mm ventilated/drilled discs, 

single-piston calipers (r); ABS, TC 

WHEELS 16 x 6.0-inch (f), 

17 x 7.5-inch (r), alloy 

TYRES Yokohama Advan Neova AD07

SIZE 175/55 R18 80W (f), 

225/45 R17 91W (r) 

PRICE $246,000

AS TESTED $282,645*
*includes exterior clear-coat carbon accents, 

interior carbonfibre accents, premium seats, 

7-inch touchscreen infotainment and sat-nav unit, 

reversing camera, CD, DVD, 7-speaker audio, 

Bluetooth, iPod and USB connection



A bonded-alloy tub 

cloaked in carbonfibre 

bodywork helps keep 

weight at 1238kg 


